Abstract -Feature extraction has been widely used in sensor fault detection. Commonly used feature extraction methods such as PCA and MDS involve signal process of liner time-invariant systems, which are less effective in dealing with the nonlinear systems. In this paper, we will present that Local Linear Embedding (LLE) concept is adopted to solve the fault detection problems and that certain enhancement have been made to make LLE approach more efficient and robust in the extraction of signal features. Test results are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the enhanced LLE method.
dimensionality reduction methods were developed to primarily target the linear data systems [2] [3] . When data system is high-dimensional and severely non-linear, these methods become ineffective.
In 1984 Hastie proposed concept of the principle curves [4] , which extended the PCA analysis to nonlinear fields. The principle curves can more accurately represent the nonlinear structures of data in linear dimensions. In 2000, Roweis proposed a manifold learning algorithm called Local Linear Embedding (LLE), which is an unsupervised non-linear technique that analyzes the high-dimensional data sets and reduces their dimensionalities with preserved local topology [5] . Today, LLE has been widely used in cluster analysis, image processing, biological informatics, etc.
In fact, if principle curves can be regarded as the nonlinear extension of PCA, then manifold learning is the nonlinear extension of multi-dimensional PCA, which is also the multi-dimensional extension of the principle curves.
In this paper, we introduce a fractal method to estimate the intrinsic dimension (ID) of the data sets. A simple model is built to project the new samples to a feature space without recomputing the eigenvectors. Section II describes the basic concept of the LLE algorithm; Section III provides the estimation of ID of the data sets; Section IV discusses the projection method for the new samples; a LLE-based fault detection algorithm is described in Section V; experimental results are shown in section VI; and the discussions and conclusions are given in section VII.
II. LLE ALGORITHM [5] The basic concept of LLE is to find a weight vector between a sample and its neighbors, and to keep this relationship in a feature space. It assumes that even if the manifold embedded in a high-dimensional space is non linear, it still can be considered locally linear if each data point and its neighbors lie on or close to a locally linear patch of the manifold, i.e., the manifold can be covered with a set of locally linear patches which, when analyzed together, can yield information about the global geometry of the manifold. The weight vector expressing the intrinsic geometrical properties of the local patch can be obtained in three steps: (a) to find the neighbors of every sample in the high-dimensional space, (b) to obtain the reconstruction weight and a sparse matrix of the weight vectors, and (c) to compute the low dimensional embedding --the bottom nonzero eigenvectors of the sparse matrix are the low dimensional embeddings of high dimensional samples. Detailed mathematical descriptions are provided as follows. (5) 3) Project the data set to low dimensional feature space, which satisfies the following constraint, The cost function can be rewritten as,
where M is a cost matrix and can be expressed as, ) ( )
M is sparse, symmetrical, and positive semi-definite.
To minimize the cost function, Y can be chosen as bottom d nonzero eigenvectors of M .
III. INTRINSIC DIMENSION (ID) ESTIMATION
According to Section II, the projection data Y is the bottom d nonzero eigenvectors of M and d is the dimension of the feature space. In all the studies conducted by other authors, d is mostly selected based on the experience, through plenty of tests, which restricts the autonomy and adaptivity of the algorithm to certain extent.
Considerable efforts have been invested by other authors into the improvement of the autonomy and adaptivity of the algorithm. For example, Kegl computes the correlation dimension using Grassberger and Procaccia (G-P) algorithm, which is efficient but still suffers from several drawbacks [6] . In this paper, we will show certain improvements made to the G-P algorithm using linear fit, which not only realizes the adaptation of the algorithm to a large extent, but also improves the precision of the dimension estimation.
According to the concept of topological dimension, the ID of X is the topological dimension of the support of the distribution of X [6] . However, when data set is finite, it is difficult to apply the original definition to the ID estimate. The most popular definition, among many proposed, is called correlation dimension, which states that given a data set X with dimension D and a distance r, the number of samples coupled with the distance less than r is in direct ratio to r^D. At present, the most frequently used algorithm for estimating the correlation dimension is G-P algorithm [7] , which is summarized as follows: Given a finite data set^ǹ 1 
It has been proven that for a finite sample, the zero limit cannot be achieved. Thus, the original estimate procedure proposed by Grassberger Tennessee Eastman (TE) process is a standard test process proposed by J. J. Downs and E. F. Vogel [8] . In this paper, we use TE process data to test the algorithm, which involves selecting a series of r with different scales and computing the corresponding correlation integrals. The curve is plotted in figure 1 . Applying the third order linear fit to the curve yields figure 2 .
Given a threshold h, the bonds of r can be obtained. The intrinsic dimension of the data set can be obtained by computing the slope of the linear part of this curve.
IV. LLE EXTENSION
Although LLE can map a nonlinear projection model from a high-dimensional sample space to a low-dimensional feature space, it cannot construct a transformation matrix like PCA. Hence, if new samples are acquired, it requires re-computing all the weights of the data set.
During the reconstruction of the weight matrix, we prefer to "train" the algorithm using the available sample data sets (the training data set) so that the algorithm becomes "smart" to be able to reconstruct the test data set. Therefore, an intelligent system should have a training data library for the algorithm to reconstruct a new sample data set representing the test data set. Thus, we do not need to re-compute all neighbors of the data set that is a mixture of the new samples and the existing training data. Instead, we only need to identify the equivalent neighbors from the training data library and use them to reconstruct the new sample data set in feature space, which can represent the test data set. The equivalent mathematical description is provided as follows. 
It should be pointed out that this approach cannot achieve the global minimization of the reconstruction error between the training data and testing data. However, it can keep the model formed by training data and improve the degree of confidence of training data.
V. FAULT DETECTION
In the previous section, we have pointed out that LLE cannot compare the projection data with the original data like PCA. But after the projection, LLE can keep the topological structure of the original data as well as the similarity of normal data and illed data. Therefore, we can perform fault detection by computing the inter-class distance between the testing data and the training data [9] [10].
Inter-class distance is an important index in pattern recognition. For a multi-class estimation, suppose 
The fault detection algorithm based on LLE can be described as follow, Input:
Xtrain -training data; Xtest -testing data; k -the number neighbors; l -the dimension of feature space;
Output:
Ytrain -output of training data in feature space; Ytest -output of testing data in feature space;
Steps:
1) Compute the intrinsic dimension as described in section 3;
2) Project Xtrain into feature space i) To find k neighbors of every data in Xtrain ;
ii) To compute weight matrix using Eq. (1); iii) To get Ytrain using Eq. (7) 
VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, an example is presented to illustrate the performance of the LLE-based fault detection algorithm. The results are compared with that using the PCA approach. We still use TE data set described in section III as the test data. There are 20 faults in TE data set, which is described in table 1. The dimension of TE process is 52 and there are 960 samples in each group. The fault data is introduced from sample 161. Some faults such as 1, 2, 6, 7, and 8 are easy to detect because most of the variables of the process are deviate from their working points, but others are difficult to detect.
We choose fault 5, 8, 13 and 18 to test the performance of the algorithm, where 5 is a jumping fault, 8 is a random fault, 13 is a drifting fault, and 18 is a non-descriptive fault.
The number of the principle components of PCA is 8, and the SPE charts of every fault are depicted in the right column of figure 3 . The number of the neighbors of each data in LLE is 51 and the intrinsic dimension is 7. The inter-class distances between each testing data and training data is depicted in the left column of figure 3 , in which (a) and (b) are the jumping fault, (c) and (d) are the random fault, (e) and (f) are the drifting fault, and (g) and (h) are non-descriptive fault.
It can be concluded from figure 3 that the approach proposed in this paper can detect each type of the fault. It can be observed that fault 18 is detected with a little time delay while the rest of the faults are detected in real time. On the other hand, PCA can only detect faults 8 and 13, but fails to alert faults 5 and 18.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new, LLE-based approach for the sensor fault detection.
The main advantage is that it can handle the non-linear data. To estimate the intrinsic dimension more accurately, we have made some improvement to the original G-P algorithm. We have also shown an effective but simple method that can considerably reduce the computational complexity. To accomplish the fault detection, the inter-class distance between the testing data and the training data are computed. The performance of the algorithm was evaluated using a well-established TE data set. The results obtained using our method is compared with that using the PCA method. The experimental results indicate that the algorithm proposed in this paper is superior to the classic fault detection method.
